The ongoing development of a complex model for power grid networks, based on the Common Information Model (CIM), is dealing with design, operability and exchange of data among various power grid operators. This paper presents a methodological approach to development of a database that supports an easy storing and managing of active CIM instances, as well as their historical versions. To facilitate the implementation of the proposed approach, we apply a paradigm of automatic programming. Our code generator eases the work on developing an API communication layer over the database and allows faster response on CIM changes. Finally, we present a performance cost analysis on test models. By this, our intention is to contribute to a wider acceptance of CIM in power grid networks.
Introduction
Power systems have been increasingly used since the middle of the 20th century. At the beginning, power grids were simple, isolated systems. In order to monitor network states, to track power grid states, inputs and outputs, Transmission System Operators (TSOs) had to have a model that would provide them with needed data. In 1951, the first European association appeared -the Union of the Co-operation of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) [7] . Since the UCTE's appearance, electrical energy production, transportation and distribution became more separated between different companies.
After the separation of transmission, generation, distribution and trading activities of the electricity sector, a possibility of an easy exchange of operational data has become even more important. Electrical markets have triggered an increase of cross-border power flows between countries. This leads to significant variations in generation patterns, displacing substantial amounts of electricity from one area to another, or from one hour to another. Therefore, exchanges of data have increased dramatically during recent years [16] .
Since UCTE has been established, its model for describing power grids, UCTE DEF, has been widely used. UCTE DEF is power flow oriented model. Since it carries only the basic, necessary, information about power grid nodes, lines and border nodes, we could say that it is relatively simple model. UCTE DEF has been designed to meet requirements of European TSOs in the middle of the 20th century. For a long time, it was recognized as a satisfactory model. However, its simplicity appeared to be the main cause of its serious limitations in recent decades.
To address the UCTE DEF limitations, a development of a new model for power grids was initiated in 1999. It is the Common Information Model (CIM). CIM is a still evolving model, and now maintained by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [11] . As part of its development, cooperation and coordination, European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) [7] , the successor of UCTE, also accepted CIM as the preferred model for describing power grids. CIM is a network oriented model that provides a common definition of management information for systems, networks, applications and services, and allows extensions [11] . Development of CIM is followed by a series of standards. Part of CIM for energy market systems is covered by the standard IEC 61970, run by the IEC Technical Committee 57, Work Group 13 (TC57 WG13). At the time of writing, its current version is 2.4.15, while the version of its model is 16.25 . A profile referred in our research work is Common Grid Model Exchange Standard (CGMES) that is used for transmission networks. Hereinafter, when referring to CIM, we refer to the IEC 61970, profile CGMES, standard 2.4.15, and model version 16.25 . The CIM model is defined via UML.
We may say that CIM defines a meta-model for power grids, as CIM instances are models of concrete power grids. Here, we observe CIM as the initial meta-model of our approach based on Model-Driven Development (MDD) paradigm [4] , [5] .
Despite the fact that CIM is a continuously evolving model, it has already been widely accepted and the need for its software support is constantly increasing. Vendors that use CIM in their applications are dealing not only with the problem of how to use it in their power functions, but also how to store CIM instances. In regard to this, it is not only the issue how to save initial model instances in a database, as a repository of CIM instances, but also how to track all their further changes, as there is a strong requirement to provide a possibility of restoring a model instance to some of its previous states.
From the previous experiences reported in [27] , [10] and [28] , it follows that for the development of a database repository for instances of complex models as CIM instances certainly are, there is no a straightforward solution. From this, in our research we assume that CIM can be implemented as a relational database schema, while CIM instances are stored in a relational database, in an optimized way, without losing any data.
The goal of our research is to propose a methodological approach with a generic database repository structure in support of efficient storing of CIM instances, tracking changes without redundant data, and their restoring to previous states. In support of our approach, we propose a software application developed for CIM in power grid.
In this paper, we propose a repository structure for storing both current and previous (past) states of CIM instances under a relational database management system (DBMS). Here we introduce the notions of an active model and historical model. The active model supports a specification of the current states of CIM instances, while historical model supports a specifi-cation of the previous states of CIM instances. The development of active and historical models is organized in two phases of our methodological approach.
Our software application for CIM in power grid fully supports both, the active and historical models. It is designed in a way to meet expectations and logic of work of power engineers. As CIM is a constantly evolving model, an important requirement for this application is to be easily maintainable. To facilitate such a requirement, we have applied a paradigm of automatic programming in development of our application. Thus, we have developed our code generator that eases the work on developing an Application Programmatic Interface (API) communication layer over the database that allows faster response on CIM changes. By this, complexity and the amount of required work needed for writing code is reduced significantly.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Works related to our research are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, CIM is presented in more details, with its inner organization. Section 4 presents the first phase of our methodological approach -how to model the database to be accessed in a relatively easy way, without loss of speed. The second phase of our methodological approach is presented in Section 5. The section explains how to structure historical part of database to provide tracking changes made on model instances, and restore them to any selected state. In Sections 4 and 5, a code generator is introduced to facilitate the implementation of the system. Evaluation of the results, with time performance analysis is given in Section 6.
Related work
In the survey of related works, we identified the following groups of references: i) works about CIM standardization and the importance of formalizing CIM as a standard (standardization improves CIM interoperability among various software vendors); ii) works about CIM in a practice use in power grids (this group of references is of an interest in searching for concrete examples of potential applications of our work); iii) works about strategies of storing CIM instances in a database (these references impact the selection of a proper approach to data organization and also our approach of development of a database system for CIM); and iv) works about automatic programming paradigm and its influence on a reduction of development time, and increasing reliability of produced code. We present a selection of works that mainly affected the development of our code generator.
In [16] and [7] , some important steps in moving from UCTE DEF to CIM are discussed. Ivanov and Chury in [16] argue that "the current version of the UCTE ASCII data exchange format (UCTE DEF) turned out to be insufficient for planning purposes because some data is missing and some network elements are not described in an appropriate level of detail." In addition, Britton and deVos in [7] conclude that successful implementation and the usage of the CIM will significantly improve the accuracy, quality and reliability of cross-TSOs data exchanges. In this research, the current version of CIM [11] is applied in a power grid. Moreover, Britton and deVos in [7] and Britton et al. in [6] propose ways of its development. Our approach relies on the data exchange process as it is proposed in [16] .
Since it has been introduced by IEC, CIM has been extensively analyzed and used in power grids. In [20] , CIM is used as the data model in the algorithm for finding the catalogue of topologies in a power system. In [8] , it is a data model in algorithm for partitioning power grid networks. In [24] , CIM is used in the scheduling algorithm for controlling power grid. Our approach is also based on CIM, as it is well known and recommended by international authority body. CIM is designed to be robust enough to support different granularity of data [15] . As described in [26] , both bus-breaker and node-breaker models can be represented though CIM. The references [8] , [20] and [26] give examples of a CIM usage in power engineering. Those are the typical examples of projects, where our approach will be applicable, as an extension that will provide a database support for storing and managing CIM instances.
One of the two papers of a narrow interest for our research presents a comparison of two strategies for storing CIM instances, relational and RDF-based database approach [28] . CIM itself does not offer any official database models, so the focus was to find pros and cons of using a relatively new RDF-based database versus well-established and ubiquitous relation-al database, for storing CIM instances. As concluded in [28] , the main drawback of relational database is in that all data have to be mapped to and from CIM-XML format. However, due to being faster, the relational database is more preferred. In [27], Ravikumar et al. propose a CIM oriented database (CIMODB) design through the ORM, similar as we use in our approach. Both Ravikumar et al. [27] and Schulte et al. [28] , advocate a selection of a relational (SQL) database in spite the growing popularity of NoSQL, more precisely RDF solutions. A ubiquitous use of relational DBMS, as described in [9] , precludes the use of other technologies such as NoSQL, especially for federated data schemas [27] . In many other works, as in [19] and [23] , the authors are slightly reserved towards NoSQL databases because of the lack of standards, consistency, familiarity, maturity and maintenance. Primarily because of the results presented in [27] and [28] , as well as in [9] , [19] , [10] , and [23] , a relational database approach is used in this work.
Automatic programming, as a programming paradigm is heavily used in many software development projects from the very beginnings of software programming [17] , [21] . Since CIM is described with 600 classes, its specification belongs to a class of large and consequently complex models. The probability to make logical errors in designing such systems is high. The amount of time needed to develop database procedures and API communication layer by hand is also high. Therefore, we identify a need for the development of a code generator to support the process of implementation of CIM as a model under a DBMS. A code generator takes a high-level description as its input and generates lower level code [25] . That is, the input specification for generators is simpler and shorter than the generated code [14] . In [18] , UML with sequence diagrams is used in order to produce application that would better reflect designed process. In [1] , Ablonskis and Nemuraitė detect modelto-code transformations, which can later be reused for composing templates for generating a program code. The authors in [3] , [12] and [2] start from a database model and templates to generate different layers of their applications. In addition, in [22] , templates are used to transform model and generate Softwareas-a-Service applications. In our research, we use a UML representation of CIM as an input specification of our code generator.
CIM structure and data exchange
One of the main purposes of CIM as a standard is to define how members of ENTSO-E, using software from different vendors, would exchange network model instances as required by the ENTSO-E business activities. Therefore, in this section we present the CIM model with its inner structure, as well as the process of data exchange based on it.
CIM instances are stored in XML file format. CIM is a hierarchical model that comprises abstract and concrete classes. Through those classes, CIM maps physics of electrical power system and its states at the specific time (every hour). Abstract classes are used to ease the complexity of the system; they group and define base attributes and associations, differentiating between more and less generic components of the system. In contrast, real (concrete) components of the system are described by concrete classes, which inherit much of the attributes and associations from the abstract classes. Concrete classes are dependent on abstract classes, as shown in Figure 1 , which is an excerpt of the CIM model. In [11] . One of the main advantages of CIM is that data are maintained without the need to exchange the whole model instance [16] , [7] . Changes done on one model instance, made by one company, are exported to a difference file and sent to other interesting parties who need to maintain their model instance of the same network. Difference files are XML formatted files.
In Section 4, we present a modeling process of the operational database, which relies on the CIM hierarchical structure. Besides, CIM exchange process based on the usage of difference files is a basis for developing methodological approach for historical model described in Section 5.
Active model
In this section, the first phase of our methodological approach is presented. The active model (Figure 2) is described, through which we model CIM oriented database aimed at storing CIM instances. The active model is a representation of the CIM model, where each class in CIM has its active model representation. As we select a relational data model paradigm for storing CIM instances, our active model is implemented under a relational DBMS. We call this database the active database.
In this phase of our approach, the primary goal is to provide storing of the CIM instances, as well as easy and fast access to them. To achieve the goal, the phase is divided into three steps.
The first step is to perform an analysis of the active model in comparison to the CIM model. Next, we discuss two typical approaches for creating models, similar to our active model, and why they do not meet our goals. The second step is to formulate a procedure for creating our active model. The final, third step is to implement an active database. In the following text, we elaborate each of the steps, in more details.
In the first step, we describe the active model and how we create it. In Figure 2 , an excerpt of the active model is shown. By the CIM terminology, abstract We discuss two typical approaches that could be used to create a model that is conceptually similar to our active model. Since CIM is specified in UML via Enterprise Architect, the same tool could generate SQL code for our active model. Next, since classes generated from CIM UML can be mapped to their table representatives, the same approach is also an option for our active model. As such, object-relational mapping (ORM) is used. Many frameworks could be used for ORM. However, in a model as complex as CIM is, with many hierarchical levels, a potential problem is that CIM has relatively large number of abstract entities [20] . If simply table-for-class is created, for reading data from any table it would be hard to write a simple select query. A join clause has to be used to reach each of parent tables that contain data mapped from parent classes. The more join clauses we have, the slower the query will be [10] . However, our goal is to provide easy and fast access.
In the second step, we perform ORM in a specific way. Firstly, we map class attributes to their table representatives only for concrete classes, with the inclusion of inherited attributes. Secondly, tables representing abstract classes are created with keys only, without columns included. In our approach, abstract classes are needed to properly place the relations. As an example, in the model excerpt presented in Figure 
to fetch all needed data from just one table, without using join clause. By this, all data attributes are pushed down to concrete tables, while abstract tables form the skeleton of the model.
In the final, third step, we present the implementation process of the first phase of our methodological approach. CIM model has almost 600 classes, around 200 of which are concrete classes. Here we map CIM-XML structured data into the relational database.
Implementation efforts for writing SQL commands for creating our database schema, database procedures and an API communication layer can be quite high. Therefore, we propose creating a Code Generator. A development process defined by our methodological approach is presented in Figure 3 . Our Code Generator reads the CIM UML specification. From the CIM UML specification, we generate the CIM object model, comprising the C# CIM classes. Code-DOM framework has been used in developing the generator [13] . Next, the XML files are generated to specify ORM of the CIM object model. The XML ORM specification is created in accordance to the approach already presented in the previous step. Finally, having the object model and ORM specification, an active database is created by using the ORM framework NHibernate. The history elements, presented as the 'C# CIM history classes' and 'XML ORM history specification' in Figure 3 , are explained in the next section.
The Code Generator is used to create database procedures in a way to fully utilize provided mechanisms of a selected DBMS. Stored procedures are generated for inserting new element into a concrete table. Firstly, data are inserted into parent tables (keys only), and after that into a corresponding concrete table. Through update procedures, data are updated in concrete tables only. Finally, by deletion procedures, rows are firstly deleted from concrete tables, and then from all its parent tables. By using database stored procedures, we gain on speed, and simplify the way we communicate with the selected DBMS.
By the design of the active database, we provide the possibility to write queries with no JOIN clauses for reads and updates, which is important in accessing Figure 3 The development process the latest states in power calculations like load flow. A similar approach is applied in [10] , where time performances are significantly improved. To provide the track of changes on a model instance, restoring the model instances, usage of history data for analysis, statistics or some other calculations, the active model has to be extended. Such extensions are discussed in the next section, in the scope of the second phase of our approach.
Historical model
In this section, the second phase of our methodological approach is presented. The historical model (Figure 4) is presented, through which the states of CIM instances are recorded. The historical model is an extension of the active model, where we track changes for concrete tables of the active model. We do not track changes on abstract tables, since all the needed data are in concrete tables. By means of the historical model, we implement a historical database. In this phase of our methodological approach, the primary goal is to provide tracking changes of CIM instances, as well as a way to restore model instances to a selected state before some change has been performed. To achieve the goal, this phase of our approach is divided into four steps.
The first step is to create the structure for tracking changes made on a single element from active model.
In the second step, we create the structure for tracking changes made simultaneously on a group of elements. After that, we discuss prerequisites to restore a model instance to some previous state in more detail. In the third step, we provide a structure that is used to restore model instances. The final, fourth step is to implement a historical database. In the following text, we elaborate each of the steps in more details.
We describe the historical model, and how it is used for tracking changes. In Figure 4, Having only history tables, we provide the possibility to track changes efficiently at the level of a sole element only. However, restoring a whole model instance to a particular point in time could be very demanding, as all history tables are to be searched by comparing dates and times.
In the second step, we create a structure that groups changes made simultaneously on a group of elements. We call such a structure difference group, and it represents the difference files, introduced in Section 3. As presented in Figure 4 , history tables are connected to DIFFERENCE table via table BASE_OBJECT_H. Each row in DIFFERENCE table represents one difference group. By this, history elements are grouped into difference groups. Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between history elements and difference groups. The elements from active database are shown in circles (A1 to A7), above the horizontal line. Their previous states, i.e. history elements are also shown in circles, placed vertically below the horizontal line. Letters I, U and D, represent actions made on them: Insert, Update and Delete, respectively. Difference groups (Diff1 to Diff4) are presented with rectangles that group history elements. By grouping history elements into difference groups, it is easier to find changes made simultaneously, in one transaction. With each difference group, we also create a checkpoint to which a model instance can be restored. When restoring the model instance by application of a group of changes, we ensure that the model instance will remain in a valid state. For example, for a model instance to remain in a valid state, removing one element from the model instance requires removing all other dependent elements. By this, in order to revert one group of changes, there is no need to search the complete historical database and compare all elements by date and time.
However, to restore the model instance relatively easy and fast it is not enough to have history elements and difference groups only. Following Figure 5 , if there is only one group (Diff1), it is easy to restore a model instance to its previous state, as inserted elements need to be removed, the edited items need to be restored, while the ones that are deleted need to be added back. The restoration activity is more complex as we have to follow a longer chain of differences. For example, let us have two difference groups, Diff1 and Diff2. For restoring to a state before Diff1, the changes from Diff1 must be reverted first, and then changes from Diff2 must be reverted, but without overlapping history elements, like in the case of A2. Therefore, we potentially have to compare a large amount of data again to restore the model instance. The more difference groups we have, the longer it takes to restore the model instance.
In the third step, we create a structure for reverting model instances. For this, we add is_first and is_last Difference groups flags as columns to the table representing Base Object History. With this, for one element from active database, we track which of its history elements is the first and which is the last, respectively. Flag is_last has to be updated when new history element is added.
Then, we create a structure that groups all previous last changes from the historical database. We call such a structure before group of changes. In Figure  4 , BEFORE table represents before group of changes. Before applying new changes, all history elements with is_last flag are recorded into before group, and that way connected to a difference group whose changes are then applied. Flags is_last are updated upon applying changes. Each difference group has its before group.
In Figure 6 , before and difference groups of changes are shown. Before groups (Before1 to Before4) are presented with rectangles that group key values as references to history elements shown as squares. Here, for difference group Diff3, its before group Before3 consists of a reference to the history element of A1, changed in Diff1, and references to the history elements of A2, A3 and A4, changed in Diff2.
Since there are history elements A5, A6, A7 from Figure 6 that were changed later in Diff3 and Diff4, but those changes were not covered by Before3, we also need to include those elements, in order to restore the model instance to the state before Diff3. Therefore, we introduce after group of changes. It compris- Figure 6 Before groups in squares es history elements, which were created after before group of changes was formed. For one before group, its corresponding after group includes all history elements that a) have is_first flag, and b) none of their instances are included in the before group. By using those two conditions, we are able to retrieve history elements without the need to search for them by comparing date and time. In Figure 6 , for difference group Diff3, after group consists of history elements A5 and A6 changed in Diff3 itself, and A7, deleted in Diff4. The element A4, changed in Diff4, was also changed in Diff2, but contained in Before3, and therefore is not part of after group of changes. The after group is not represented as a separate table structure, as it is defined with the is_fist flag and a before group.
At the end of this step, we join corresponding before and after groups of changes into a slice. One slice consists of before changes that are not the last, because their states are current in active database, and after changes that are not contained in before changes. Those are all the needed changes we have to revert in order to restore the model instance before any checkpoint. Each difference group has its slice to undo in order to restore a valid model instance.
In Figure 8 , we can see slices presented with rectangles. It is easy to notice that for restoring the model instance to its first (initial) state, it requires the most data to be reverted. However, if we apply slices, less data are needed to revert latest changes. Revert algorithm for a single history element
Once the slice and the model instance are retrieved from relational DBMS, reverting individual changes is the next step. The complete algorithm for reverting a single element of an active model instance is shown in Figure 7 . Following the algorithm, in Table 1 we present the possible states of a history element and operations that are to be performed over it. In Table 1 , Table 1 Revert algorithm for a single history element 
by dots '•' we mark states of a history element, while '⊤' and '⊥' denote true and false values of decision conditions. The symbol '✓' denotes a selected operation to perform on a history element in order to get restored model instance.
Figure 8
Slices in squares el instance, the action 'revert' is performed, since the element has been firstly deleted after slice and then element with the same ID was added. If it does not exist in active model instance, the action 'add' is performed, since the element has been deleted after checkpoint. If its is_first flag is set to true, and the element exists in active model instance, the action 'remove' is performed, since the element has been deleted before and added after checkpoint. If it does not exist in the active model instance, the action 'do nothing' is performed, since the element has been deleted before, added back and deleted again.
In the final, fourth step, we present the implementation of the second phase of our approach. Here for all 200 concrete classes of the CIM model we need to create their history classes, map them to the tables, and create stored procedures and the appropriate API communication layer to approach them. By our practical experience, it requires high implementation effort. Therefore, we have applied our Code Generator, developed to support the implementation. As the historical model is an extension of the active model, we also extend the Code Generator to create a historical database.
A development process covered by the second phase of our approach is also presented in Figure 3 . The Code Generator reads the CIM UML specification and generates the object model comprising C# CIM history classes. An XML ORM history specification is created in accordance to the approach already presented in the previous step. Finally, a historical database is created by using the NHibernate ORM framework.
The Code Generator is used to produce database procedures that create history elements in a historical database, before any action is applied on the active database. Those procedures contain the calls to the active database procedures, explained in the previous section. In this way, we ensure that all changes on a CIM instance are tracked and can be reverted upon a request.
In this section, we have presented a new approach for storing changes made on CIM instances. It allows us to restore the model instance before any wanted state.
To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel approach, which introduces improvements in a design of a database to store model instances, track changes on a model instance and restoring it.
If a history element is in the Insert action state, its is_ first flag is set to true, and it exists in the active model instance, the action 'remove' is performed, since the element has been added after a difference checkpoint.
If it does not exist in the active model instance, the action 'do nothing' is performed, since the element has been added and deleted after a checkpoint. If the element's is_first flag is set to false and the element exists in the active model instance, the action 'revert' is performed, since the element has been added before and changed after a checkpoint. If it does not exist in the active model instance, the action 'add' is performed, as the element has been added before and deleted after a checkpoint. If a history element is in the Update action state, its is_first flag is not of the importance. If it exists in the active model instance, the action 'revert' is performed, since the element has been edited either before or after checkpoint. If it does not exist in the active model instance, the action 'add' is performed, since the element has been edited either before or after, and deleted after checkpoint. If a history element is in the Delete action state, its is_first flag is set to true, and it exists in active mod-
Evaluation
To The operations over the elements in the active model are the most frequent. By testing the system and calculating average time for reading and inserting active model instances, we created diagrams shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 , respectively. In Figure 9 , we have two functions displayed, for average time needed for reading an active model instance from XML file (a line with triangles) and from the active database (a line with circles). The time needed to complete the task linearly depends on the number of elements. Reading active model instances is not affected by amount of historical data. Inserting CIM instance into a database is also linearly dependent, as it is presented in Figure 10 . For model instances, with number of elements ranging from 500 up to 240.000, required time is from 1.7 up to 620 seconds. However, in comparison to saving it as XML files, it is noticeably slower, where required time is from 1.2 up to 2.5 seconds, for the same instances. This is due to the fact that saving to XML files is done by serialization, while storing to database follows a complex table structure, as explained in Section 4.
As every change made on a model instance is tracked, for every operation we have one more action for recording a before state. Thus we create a before group of changes. On average, changing a model instance, with tracking history, requires only 65% more time. Figure 11 shows the performance ratio when modifying a model instance with and without tracking changes, which is presented with circles and trian- Figure 10 Inserting a model into database and XML
Figure 9
Reading a model from XML and from database
Figure 11
Making changes with and without history gles, respectively. For saving changes to database, with tracking history, ranging from 170 up to 86.000 elements, required time is from 2.1 up to 740 seconds. Without tracking history, required time is from 1 up to 475 seconds, for the same instances. When saving to XML, required time is from 1.2 up to 4.2 seconds.
We have obtained such result by the application of our generated stored procedures for maintaining historical model instance while working with active model instance, as presented in Section 5. In this way, we are using full capabilities of the relational DBMS. In our experiments, on each model instance, various changes have been made, and around 45% of all elements in a model instance have been affected. When saving CIM instance to the XML files, after applying changes, performance is similar to that from Figure 10 , because there is no tracking of changes.
To restore a model instance, as we explained in Section 5, we must have a slice of changes. In Figure 12 , we present the results of revert operations applied on a model instance, by means of the selected slice. Time needed to read the current model instance is shown with triangles, while time for its restoring is shown with circles. Firstly, the current model instance is read from active database, secondly a needed slice is read, and finally the slice is applied on the model instancemodel is restored to a checkpoint of that slice. On average, after reading the model instance, 75% more time is needed to complete the restoration. This is possible because the time is not lost on searching for changes to revert, but simply reading the changes from the slice representing a corresponding checkpoint.
Now, we observe a number of lines of code being generated. In many examples, as it is in [18] and [2] , it is provided a generation of 48% and 75% of total lines of code for their general-purpose solutions. We provide only a generation of API communication layer and database functions, and around 95% of total lines of code is generated. If we would consider other application components, this number would be smaller. Nonetheless, we consider this as a good result, since there is a need to provide an efficient code generator in support of our methodological approach, which is in many aspects relatively complex.
Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we present an approach to implementation of CIM instance storage in a relational database system, in order to provide efficient executions of operations over model instances stored in the database. In our approach, we support both active and historical models of power grids. Thus, track change and restore operations, as complex and demanding in practice, are fully supported. In addition, we have developed a code generator to support an easy and efficient adaptation of the implemented database system to constantly emerging CIM changes. Finally, we have evaluated our system by measuring times needed to perform operations of saving a CIM instance, its reading, changing (with and without tracking changes), and restoring. By this, we believe that we may contribute to a wider acceptance of CIM in power grid networks. Our future research will include: (i) development of a data warehouse system for reporting and data analysis; (ii) improving the code generator to include a component for graphical representation of CIM instances and all states of CIM instances stored in the database system; and (iii) improving a code generator to provide a wider selection of implementation platforms, including various DBMSs.
